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Introduction
Sourcing systems have been around for many years and 

are utilised by a wide variety of companies. However, they 

are rarely used to their full potential; most systems come 

with advanced functionality that can be used to run many 

types of event, and as these systems get upgraded further 

functionality gets added. 

If utilised effectively, this advanced functionality has the 

potential to run complex sourcing events that can deliver 

greater savings, improve supplier relationships and aid in 

the management of difficult categories. 

It is well worth  exploring  (however complicated it may 

seem) the functionality offered by any sourcing solution 

- especially by mature sourcing solutions, as they do offer 

great advantage, but may be complex to understand at 

first. 

In this paper, Xoomworks explores the best practices for 

running complex sourcing events, the pitfalls (and how to 

avoid them) and illustrates some real life success stories.

The information in this paper has been put together from 

a combination of first hand research and Xoomworks’ 

comprehensive implementation experience. We have 

collectively sourced over 1 Billion GBP in spend across 

categories ranging from Strategic (steel, specialised 

items such as cyanide, medical equipment, food) to every 

imaginable indirect purchase (ranging from paper to 

water to car rental to hotel rooms), generating savings on 

average of 20%.  
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A large number of questions:

Utilising questions within a sourcing event allows you to 

capture additional information from the supplier that can 

be used to understand their capabilities, gather detailed 

data on the goods or service being purchased and record 

the supplier’s acceptance of your purchase requirements. 

However, introducing a large number of questions creates 

significantly more work for your suppliers to complete. 

To avoid this becoming an issue, buyers need to ensure 

they fully understand their requirements so that they can 

be translated into qualitative questions that will not only 

guide the suppliers to provide a unified response, but 

additionally promote a fairer, easier evaluation.

The more information you can obtain as a buyer, the better 

a position you will be in to negotiate with your suppliers. 

Capturing everything you need to know during the 

sourcing event gives you negotiating power, and allows 

you to compare supplier responses side by side. 

Complex questions:

Complex questions require the supplier to enter more than 

a simple value, text or checkbox. Typically, this will involve 

the supplier completing a table of values or uploading an 

attachment. The more complex the question, the more 

likely that suppliers may run into issues when entering the 

data.

Questions that lead the supplier to enter their information 

in the format you require will allow you to compare 

responses side by side and obtain the correct level of detail 

needed for analysis.

The use of lots with supplier  
visibility rules:

Bundling items into lots is a common way to structure 

a sourcing event. Taking this one step further and 

configuring visibility rules to allow suppliers to only see 

specific lots creates a more efficient event for the suppliers, 

but takes longer to build the event. 

Using visibility rules allows you to run one event rather 

than many and removes the risk of suppliers entering zero 

priced bids or bidding on something they should not. 

One of the many scenarios where this adds value is when 

running global events in which some suppliers are only 

capable of supplying to one country. 

Custom formulas

One of the most complex sourcing methods available is 

the use of custom formulas. In this, you ask the supplier to 

enter a detailed breakdown of the total price for analysis 

and your formula then calculates the total price. On top 

of being difficult for the supplier to respond to this type 

of event, there is often reluctance from the supplier to 

provide this level of pricing information. An example 

formula would be:

(Raw Material + Manufacturing + Packaging + 
Shipping) *Duty = Total Price

Having this level of pricing detail not only provides you 

with a better understanding of the price make up, but also 

provides the opportunity to negotiate specific parts of the 

pricing. 

Tiered pricing:

Suppliers often structure their pricing in tiers which can be 

hard to capture and analyse in a sourcing event; running 

a complex sourcing event where suppliers can enter their 

prices for different tiers takes more time to setup and is 

more difficult for suppliers to respond to.

Obtaining pricing for different tiers enables you to 

strategize your ordering methods to ensure the best price 

can be obtained from the supplier. Once a strategy has 

been decided upon you will have visibility of the true 

spend and the level of savings actually achievable.

Ensuring suppliers  
are bidding like for like:

There are often factors that mean suppliers involved 

in your events are not bidding like for like; for example 

there may be a cost of change for everyone other than 

the incumbent or certain suppliers cannot provide the 

level of service others can.  Configuring your event with 

extra costs for certain suppliers, which can be viewed as a 

penalty, can either be handled in a hidden way or agreed 

with the supplier. Building these extra costs into the event 

takes time and if you decide to work with the suppliers 

on these then the amount of time can be significant, 

however working with the the supplier will help build 

your relationship and put more pressure on the supplier 

to lower prices due to being aware of the penalty they will 

receive. 

Obtaining like for like bids enables you to perform side by 

side analysis and ensures you are working on the total cost 

when analysing and awarding the event.

What constitutes a complex sourcing event?
So what actually constitutes a complex sourcing event, and why should you consider increasing the complexity of your events? 

There are a number of reasons that a sourcing event might be considered complex. Firstly, event complexity can be driven simply by the number of line items; even a simple category such 

as stationery typically includes hundreds of line items, making it a potentially challenging sourcing event, depending on how it is handled. A complex sourcing event could also be defined 

as one that captures more than a simple price. There are many ways to capture additional information from a sourcing event, but the below methods are most commonly used:
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Best Practices

Follow your normal process:

Just because the sourcing event you are running is 

complex in nature, it doesn’t mean that you should stray 

from your standard sourcing process. Steps such as supplier 

qualification, quality reviews and supplier reviews are 

all vital parts of the sourcing process and should not be 

skipped because your event can capture detailed data; 

this data should be used to assist and improve these steps. 

The best approach is to align your normal process and only 

change as much as necessary dependent on the sourcing 

platform utilised.

Ensure that total cost is used in the event: 

At the end of the sourcing event, the winning suppliers 

must be awarded the business based on the assessment 

and awarding criteria defined. If this does not happen, 

you will lose credibility and struggle to gain buy-in from 

your suppliers for future events. One of the benefits of 

complex sourcing events is that you can capture all of the 

data to do this; including freight, assessing quality and 

even including the impact of cost of change.  Remember 

however that whilst best practice dictates a conceptual 

cost of acquisition (or the cost of moving suppliers), the 

complexity of the commodity itself could require large 

costs to change suppliers.

Use a user-friendly system:

System usability is essential from both your side and the 

supplier’s. If you cannot build the event in a reasonable 

time, then they you may end up not running the event 

through the system, or revert back to a simple event. If your 

suppliers struggle to enter a response, then there will be 

many questions during the event to deal with and potential 

opportunities missed if the supplier gives up on entering 

their response. Once the event is complete, the buyer 

needs to be able to quickly and easily view the results in the 

system. All the effort put into the event accumulates at this 

stage for the output of the event.

Thought-out Questions:

A lot of thinking needs to go into the questions asked as 

part of the RFI Process – which could be exhaustive for the 

supplier to respond, but should be sensible. This makes the 

evaluation much easier at the end, and forces the buyer to 

properly articulate their requirements. Often, the problem 

here is that the event is managed by a procurement person 

that may not understand the category / commodity – so 

best practice dictates that a Subject Matter Expert must be 

involved in the process, especially with complex categories 

/ commodities.  

In addition, it is advisable to have questions grouped into 

relevant topics or areas. Usually, questions will be split into 

at least the following groups:

1. Ability

2. Financial state/ commercial

3. Technical and regional legislative requirements

4. Compliancy (where relevant)

However with this grouping, relevancy needs to be kept 

in mind. Often, these groups can be over-engineered and 

therefore overly complex.

When implementing a new sourcing 
system, use a phased roll out:

When implementing any system getting the basics 

right first is highly important, the first time you and your 

suppliers use the system must be positive to obtain a 

good level of system adoption. Rolling out more complex 

functionality in future phases allows users to build up their 

ability on the system rather than being overwhelmed 

with large complex events straight away. Not all complex 

sourcing functionality will be appropriate for your business, 

and you can ensure only the relevant functionality is rolled 

out to the user base – there is no need to train users on 

Japanese auctions and use a system with the associated 

buttons if this type of auction will never be used.

Train your internal users:

Complex events will typically be more difficult to setup in 

the system. Your users need to know what functionality 

is available to them and the best way to setup their event 

to properly utilise the functionality. Training material 

separated out for each type of complex event is useful, as 

often the buyer will only need to use that type of event 

once a year at the point of contract renegotiations. As 

new functionality is added by the software provider, or 

by phased rollout, it is important to keep your users well 

trained so the system is used properly and the users know 

what functionality is at their disposal.

Training your suppliers:

It is important to be proactive and train your suppliers 

before their involvement in a complex event. This not only 

reduces the number of questions you need to deal with 

during the event, but also improves your relationship with 

suppliers by demonstrating to them that their involvement 

in the event is valuable enough to you to provide a high 

level of support. Good supplier training reduces the risk of 

mistakes by suppliers on an event which otherwise could 

have such an impact that the event needs to be re-run; 

entering “0” in an auction for example.

Support your suppliers  
during the event:

Suppliers can run into many types of problem when 

attempting to enter their response to an event. This can 

result in them giving up, and you potentially missing out on 

a savings opportunity or having to continually extend the 

event while the problems are resolved.  Providing support 

to your suppliers during the event not only reduces the 

risk of these issues occurring, but also stops any damage to 

your relationship as their frustration with problems during 

the event are overcome by your high level of support.

Don’t neglect post-event supplier 
management:

The sourcing process often ends once the event winners 

have been informed that they have obtained the business. 

While it is best practice to always have a contract in place, 

this is even more important when complex pricing has 

been used. To ensure negotiated savings are achieved it 

is imperative that a contract is created in your P2P system 

so that when purchase orders are generated the prices 

are correct. Obtaining feedback from your suppliers on 

their experience of entering the event response provides 

valuable information that should be used to improve future 

events.

End the event at the planned time:

Extending your event does not make your business look 

good and frustrates suppliers that responded before 

the planned end time. To ensure suppliers submit their 

responses on time, it is important to set a firm end date and 

chase suppliers who have not entered their response the 

day before the planned close. It is also helpful to ensure 

your event does not end late on a Friday as suppliers often 

do not start their response until Friday afternoon and any 

problems mean the response won’t be submitted on time.

Always prepare and communicate:

Throughout this white paper, we continuously touch 

on the fact that complex sourcing events take time and 

effort for you to build and for your suppliers to respond to. 

Preparation is essential to ensure the event is built properly 

with the correct data and that all internal stakeholders 

agree with the process. There must be no question that the 

winner of the event is the winner. Part of this preparation is 

extensive communication with your suppliers so that they 

are aware of your process and timelines throughout the 

entire sourcing process.
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Pitfalls

Using an Excel bid sheet attached to an 
event: 

It can often be tempting to avoid the use of a complex 

event and to include an Excel bid sheet or question list with 

the event for the supplier to complete and return to you. 

While this is easier for you to setup and for your suppliers to 

respond, you lose out on the benefits of all of the system 

analysis and validations. This often results in supplier data 

entry errors, and you will need to spend time building 

reports after the event so analysis can be performed. 

Additionally, there is always the risk of errors during the 

process of manually building the report.

Inviting too many suppliers to a complex 
sourcing event:

It is important to consider the work that you need to put in 

to train and support each of your suppliers when running a 

complex event. Running effective rounds of events to 

qualify suppliers before running the complex event itself 

ensures only the right subset of suppliers are involved. This 

can greatly reduce the amount of support you need to 

provide during the event. 

Not performing change management to 
get suppliers onboard:

Suppliers may push back on taking part in complex 

sourcing events due to the effort they must put in it to take 

part. This can be avoided by putting in place a change 

management strategy that:

• Sets out a strong message that the only way to win 

your business is to take part

• Keeps the supplier up to date from an early stage 

with clear communications 

• Highlights the training and support they will receive.

KPI Why this is measured

Percentage of suppliers that have responded If suppliers are not responding to your events, then there are issues with supplier management and lost opportunities to 

obtain greater savings

Average number of questions asked by suppliers 

during the event

To check the quality of your training methods and highlight if changes need to be made

Average time per event If your events tend to be running for significant lengths of time it is a sign that suppliers are struggling to enter their 

responses

Percentage of orders with complex pricing that have 

issues

To highlight if the transition of data from your sourcing system to your P2P system contains errors or if the P2P system is not 

correctly supporting the complex pricing you are using

Actual savings vs. negotiated savings To ensure the time and effort you put into the sourcing process is not wasted by purchases being made off contract at 

higher prices

Percentage of events classified as complex To identify how your user base is utilizing your sourcing system

Not banking your savings:

In addition to measuring success, it is imperative to 

actually bank your savings. Too many companies don’t 

follow up their sourcing event to:

1. Track The Savings

2. Agree Them With The Business

3. Bank The Savings

4. Track The Savings

If not properly followed through to contract, 

compliance, and finally banking the savings, all value 

is lost. This is one of the BIGGEST pitfalls and has to be 

avoided.

Not measuring success:

If you aren’t measuring the success of your events, you will not know if the time and effort put in by your business and its suppliers provides any value.  In order to measure progress and 

success, Xoomworks recommends a number of basic KPIs that should be measured at the outset - and on a regular basis - to demonstrate success and help identify any possible areas 

for concern:
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About Xoomworks

Xoomworks is a niche consultancy and outsourcing company that specialises in 
Procurement and Business Intelligence. Staff are based in UK and Europe and 
consist of technical, business and behavioural consultants, and senior procurement 
staff. Our Complete Procurement proposition addresses both the mechanics and 
behaviours of Procurement that drive the greatest value for organisations.

Xoomworks Procurement?

Call us now on +44 20 7400 6120 or send an email to procurement@xoomworks.
com www.xoomworks.com/procurement

Procurement Leaders Finalists
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Real Life Examples of Complex Sourcing Events 

Meat Tender

• This event had over 40 suppliers, contained highly confidential lots and needed pricing 

obtaining in tiers.

• Xoomworks ran a detailed supplier review process to ensure the suppliers were 

categorised into the correct lots, followed by a second review to ensure no mistakes had 

been made when setting up the event. 

• Short and clear one-page training guides were sent to the suppliers and phone support 

was provided during the event.

• The whole category was included in a single tender providing one set of reports for the 

purchaser to analyse. Suppliers that were part of multiple lots only had to respond to 

one event.

• We learnt that due to the number of questions during the event set up, additional 

support was necessary due to the number of suppliers involved and the success of the 

event would have been at risk if we had not taken this step.

Global Steel Auction

• This event was a forward auction to sell off surplus steel and involved a large number of 

suppliers that only spoke their local language.

• Early communication was sent out to inform the suppliers of the type of event we were 

running and the sourcing process we would use. 

• Xoomworks ensured the system used for the auction covered the languages of all the 

suppliers involved. Supplier training material was translated into all of the languages 

needed and support resources were provided in the local languages.

• All of the suppliers were able to successfully enter bids and any questions made during 

the fast-paced event were handled quickly and efficiently. 

• Ensuring the suppliers understood the type of event being run and how they needed to 

respond was vital in obtaining their participation. 

Conclusion

Running complex sourcing events takes time and effort, but if done right the benefits make it worthwhile. Here we’ve explored practical advice on how to run events 

effectively and efficiently and the pitfalls to avoid.

So what do you need to do next? A great starting point is to identify which of your events will provide greater benefits by using a complex event, put in place a change 

management process that will be effective both internally and externally and run some pilot events where you can review the success.

If resource capacity cannot cover the change management and supplier support, then an option to consider is the use of an external company for sourcing services. 

Often this can include provisioning a sourcing system to use as part of the service.


